"We were losing product to contamination... and our employees were not happy about how loud our equipment was. They would actually need to walk out of the room to get away from the unbelievable racket made by the ball vibrators we were using. Not only were they loud, but the lubrication for them would sometimes contaminate our sugar. Obviously, that contamination was causing a lot of waste. We still needed to efficiently move sugar through our bowl feeders, but we needed a much quieter and much cleaner solution. VIBCO had the answer."

Quality Manager
James G., Georgia

Product Application Bulletin #401
Model BBS-130
Silent Turbine Vibrator

VIBCO’S SOLUTION
A VIBCO BBS-130 Silent Turbine Vibrator was installed. Immediately upon installation, the noise was reduced to well below OSHA compliance levels. And, because VIBCO turbine vibrators come prelubricated and sealed for life, there was no longer any chance of product contamination or waste.

VIBCO’S BENEFITS
After installing the VIBCO BBS-130 Silent Turbine Vibrator the customer received the following benefits:

- OSHA compliant noise levels that greatly reduced the risk of injury to employees’ hearing
- Elimination of waste caused by lubricants contaminating product
- Dramatically improved work environment for employees

Model BBS-130
Silent Turbine Vibrator

- 10,500 VPM at 80 PSI
- 5.5 CFM at 80 PSI
- 75 lbs of force
- 67 dB at 80 PSI

CLICK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION

ALTERNATE MODELS
- BBS-190 OR BBS-160 Silent Turbine Vibrator
  All BBS models feature versatile mounting, never need lubrication, have non-corrosive aluminum housings, and are built for continuous duty.

Call 800-633-0032 for a FREE 10-Day Product Trial
visit: www.vibco.com    fax: 401-539-2584    e-mail: vibrators@vibco.com